
General Education Council Meeting Minutes 
February 26, 2018 
3:30 p.m., JCK 880 

 
Attendees: Cavitt (Chair), Blunk, Booth, Chen, Farris, Haider, Hanks, Hindson, Lane, Peeler, Russian, Shah, Stern, 
Supancic, Vacaflores Rivero, and Wilson 
 
Absent: Allsup, Erhart, Gonzales, Hamilton 
 
Guests: Mary Brennan, Daniel Lochman, John Fleming, Erik Timmerman, Debra Feakes, Micky Autrey 
 
Minutes from February 12, 2018, were approved unanimously with corrections. 
 
Feakes presented the CHEM 1335 course proposal for consideration in the core curriculum. Of the five 
freshman Chemistry courses, this is the only one not in the core curriculum. This causes confusion for academic 
advising. Blunk asked how this course varies from the other two core curriculum Chemistry series. Feakes stated 
that this course helped Engineering and Engineering Technology reduce hours by providing a hybrid of General 
Chemistry I and General Chemistry II including the topics most essential to these fields. Blunk asked if this course 
is reserved for students in programs under those areas. Feakes said this course is restricted to particular STEM 
majors; CHEM 1335 course offering is low, but Feakes expects that this course will grow as the Engineering 
program grows. Hindson and Feakes discussed which faculty teach the course and which faculty might teach the 
course in the future. 
 
Hindson moved to approve CHEM 1335 proposal; Lane seconded the motion. Council voted unanimously to 
approve this proposal. 
  
Timmerman discussed Communication Studies 1310 in light of pending core curriculum proposals. He stated 
that Communication Studies is willing to discuss creative solutions, but he does want to advocate for the importance 
of the course in students’ curriculum. International Journal of Project Management stated that of six critical core 
competencies, most are skills students learn in COMM 1310. In a published survey of undergraduate students, 
students rated the importance of ABET criteria and competencies to their professional lives. Many of these students 
highlighted skills much like those Texas State emphasizes in COMM 1310. Timmerman mentioned other studies 
affirming these findings. Timmerman reminded the Council that, while Communication Studies 1310 focuses 
heavily on professional skills, skills learned in this course transcend professional settings. Timmerman asked the 
Council to challenge the assumption that COMM 1310 only “focuses on presentations.” He argued that courses that 
include presentations as the “communication component” are not accomplishing what COMM 1310 accomplishes. 
Timmerman stated the COMM 1310 curriculum also emphasizes conflict resolution, team work, negotiation skills, 
listening skills, and oral presentations. Timmerman noted that this sort of content certainly has relevance to non-
majors. Timmerman also emphasized that good public speaking is not simply a matter of practice. He reminded the 
Council that COMM 1310 students engage in active learning in smaller lab sections, and these lab instructors 
receive extensive training. Instructors are trained in the Teaching and Learning Academy, an award-winning 
program. Lab assignments emphasize diversity, group problem-solving, persuasion, and provide speaking 
opportunities. Lab instructors grade those speaking opportunities not only based on delivery but also on the way 
information is tailored to the audience. Timmerman emphasized that COMM 1310 is a feature, not an obstacle.  
 
Hindson asked which other institutions require courses like COMM 1310 and wondered how long Texas State 
required such a course. Hindson and Autrey noted that Texas State has required the course, or a course like it, for a 
very long time.  
 
Lochman addressed the need for literature in the context of the core curriculum. He stated that there is “no 
need for literature” in the same way there is no need for History, Math, etc. But students who elect to take on 
University education expect to learn the things needed for a successful career and life. Students and the various GEC 
audiences all have different views of those needs; Lochman implored the Council to balance the desires of its 
audiences. Lochman encouraged the Council to consider the needs of Texas State’s diverse first-generation students. 
He argued that if the General Education Core curriculum is open to one department, it should be open to all, and 
wondered what then happens to the core curriculum. Lochman argued that literature positively affects empathy and 



impacts the formation of short- and long-term memories. Literature affects the way we tell autobiographical 
narratives of our own lives. Literature provides access to unknown feelings and insights. Literature creates space for 
contemplation. Reading literature truly contributes to the “learning commons.” Literature supports core 
competencies such as critical reading, critical thinking, communication skills, expression, personal and social 
responsibility. He also discussed the value-added effects of the pleasures of reading. Lochman asked that the 
Council carefully consider this proposal and retain COMM 1310 and ENG 23XX in the core curriculum. 
 
Wilson drafted copies of the core assessments for ENG 23XX. She reinforced the idea that Literature supports 
critical thinking skills, communication skills, social responsibility, and personal responsibility and provided a 
bibliography to support this.  
 
Cavitt asked the Council to ruminate over these discussions during Spring Break.  
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:31 p.m.  
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